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<Cover page headline> 
 
Get Your Property Ready for Winter! 
 
<Cover page burst> 
 
All You Need, All Winter Long! 
 
<Page 2 Headline> 
 
Winter Storms Are Coming. Be Prepared! 
 
<Page 3 Headline> 
 
Melt Away Ice to Ensure Safety! 
 
<Page 3 Winter Safety> 
 
Keeping Your Staff and Property Safe During Winter Months 
 
Winter Preparation  
 
Tips to keep your property safe and running efficiently this winter: 

 Make sure you have the following outdoor lighting accessories: weatherproof cords, 
plugs, sockets and connections  

 Provide ample light outdoors from the street, driveway and entrances to illuminate snow 
and ice patches  

 Keep all sidewalks and entrances to your property free from ice and snow – have ice 
melt, shovels and snow blowers ready  

 Check your heating system annually. This ensures your system is working safely and 
efficiently which, in turn, will save you money  

 Make sure your property is well insulated. This will help you conserve energy and reduce 
your property's power demands for heat  

 Caulk and weather-strip doors and windowsills to keep cold air out  
 Replace batteries in smoke                                                                                                  

heat and carbon monoxide detectors to ensure the safety of your guests 

<Page 4 Headline> 
 
Prevent Pipe and Water Heater Freezing. 
 
 



<Page 4 Bullet Points> 
 
Protect 
 
Protect your property this winter with snow throwers, ice melt, shovels and other products from 
HD Supply. Keeping walkways free of snow and ice ensures safety and shows you care about 
proper maintenance. Check for price breaks to stock up and be prepared before the first flakes 
fall.  
  
Maintain 
 
Maintaining your property preserves the aesthetic look of grounds and buildings while making 
sure they operate efficiently. Items that make this goal a reality can be in or out of sight. Pipe 
insulation and weatherproofing, water heater insulation, zone valves and portable heaters keep 
vital appliances working and you/your guests comfortable. 
  
Conserve 
  
Taking the time to conserve energy also helps you save money! HD Supply has plenty of 
products that can do just that, from compact fluorescent light bulbs to door seals and foam tape. 
Every little bit helps the environment and your bottom line. 
 
 
<Page 5 Headline> 
 
Details that Save You Dollars! 
 
 
<Page 6 Headline> 
Lower Bills with Sensors and Dimmers! 
 
 
<Page 7 Headline> 
 
Energy-Saving Bulbs Save You Money Too! 
 
<Page 7 “Energy Conservation”> 
 
Transform your business with a twist! Save time and money when you use bulbs that last 
longer and use less energy. It’s a smart, simple upgrade. 
(The rest has been changed) 
 
<Page 8 Headline>  
Bring the Heat with You! 


